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Room temperature controller Rx, pw. gl. - Room
thermostat 5 20292089

Berker
20292089
4011334508946 EAN/GTIN

70,97 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Room temperature controller Rx, pw. gl. 20292089 version on/off, type of power supply 230 V AC, measuring range lower value 5°C, measuring range upper value 30°C,
thermal feedback series, control characteristics other, number of outputs heating 1, number of outputs Cooling 1, differential value 0.5 ... 0.5K, sensor/sensor resistance sensor
design, flush-mounted installation, number of modules (with modular design) 0, operation rotary, type contact changer, max. contact load 10A, protection class (IP) IP20, Color
light white, RAL number 9010, height 71mm, width 71mm, depth 50mm, diameter 0mm, temperature controller class I, temperature controller, changeover contact with
heating/cooling switch, R.1/R.3, polar white gl. R.1 program description long text Switch range made of thermoplastic, unbreakable and impact-resistant, in the colors polar
white (RAL 9010), black (RAL 9005), frames 1x to 5x, can be used vertically and horizontally. The socket center pieces and many other center pieces form an edgeless surface
with the frame. Square basic shape and round corners 12 mm radius. With flat geometry and glossy surface. Round rockers/covers with a diameter of 58mm. Alternatively:
switch range made from a 7 mm high thermoplastic carrier with a 3 mm glass surface on it, scratch-resistant, in the colors polar white (RAL 9010), black (RAL 9005), frame 1x
to 5x, vertical like can be used horizontally. The socket center pieces and many other center pieces form an edgeless surface with the frame. Square basic shape and round
corners 12 mm radius. With flat geometry and glossy surface. Round rockers/covers with a diameter of 58 mm. Alternatively: Switch range made from a 7 mm high
thermoplastic carrier with a 3 mm metal surface on it made of stainless steel or aluminium, impact-resistant and unbreakable, frame 1-gang to 5-gang, can be used vertically
and horizontally. The socket center pieces and many other center pieces form an edgeless surface with the frame. Square basic shape and round corners 12 mm radius. With
flat geometry and glossy surface. Round rockers/covers with a diameter of 58 mm. Installation devices can be used in some cases with a separate sealing set that is water-
protected UP IP 44. Possibility of labeling with frames that can be labeled, abrasion-resistant labeling of the products with printing. Can be illuminated according to workplace
regulations. The material used is halogen-free and UV-stable, the surfaces are easy to clean and are resistant to disinfectants. Over 150 applications.
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